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IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

CASE NUMBER: CCT 323/18 

Ex SCA Case Number 349/2009   

Ex SGHC Case Number :37/99 

  

 

In the matter of: 

 

TSHABALALA, JABULANE ALPHEUS 

 

and 

 

STATE 

Applicant 

 

 

  

Respondent 

 

 
APPLICANT’S WRITTEN SUBMISSSIONS PURSUANT TO DIRECTIONS ISSUED 

BY CHIEF JUSTICE DATED 13 FEBRUARY 2019 

 
 

Introduction  

1.   On 12 December 2018 the applicant launched an application to the  

above Honourable Court seeking an order in the following terms: 

 

1.1 That condonation for the late filing of an application for leave to appeal 

be granted; 

 

1.2 That an order by the Supreme Court of Appeal dismissing his petition 

(leave to appeal) be set aside; 
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1.3 That leave to appeal against both convictions and sentences of life 

imprisonment on Seven counts of rape as well as various counts of 

housebreaking with intent to rob and robbery be and hereby be 

granted. 

 

2.   On 13 February 2019 the Chief Justice issued the following directions 

to  

address the following issues: 

 

2.1 whether an accused can be convicted of common law rape on the  

basis of common purpose; and 

 

2.2 whether the Supreme Court of Appeal decision of the applicant’s co- 

accused, Phethoe v S1  was correct, and, if correct, whether there is 

anything to distinguish the convictions that the applicant puts in 

dispute from those of which his co-accused, Mr Phetoe, was absolved. 

 
 

(a) whether an accused can be convicted of common law rape on 

the basis of common purpose. 

3.   Before the coming into operation of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences  

and Related Matters) Amendment 2, Rape in terms of common law as it 

then was defined consisted of a male having unlawful and intentional 

sexual intercourse with a female person without her consent.  The 

                                                 
1
 [2018] ZASCA 20; 2018 (1 ) SACR 593 (SCA) 

2
  Act 32 of 2007 
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imputation to common purpose does not operate in respect of charges 

which have been committed only through the instrumentality of a 

person’s own body or part thereof or which is generally of such a 

nature that it cannot be committed through the instrumentality of 

another.  See Criminal Law by CR Snyman3 

 

4.   In S v Kimberley and Another4 Erasmus J says: “Snyman (op cit at 

266)  

supports the view that the common purpose doctrine cannot be applied 

to crimes that cannot be committed through the instrumentality of 

another; in other words, which can only be committed by means of a 

person’s own body or part thereof.  He states that rape, as well as 

certain other sexual offences, such as intercourse with a girl below the 

age of 16 in contravention of section 14 of the Sexual Offences Act 5 

are examples of such crimes.  He furnishes further examples, viz 

perjury, bigamy and driving under the influence of liquor.  I could 

mention many other instances, eg all offences relating to acts which 

require a person permit or licence, or that can be performed only by a 

person of a particular status, such as a prisoner or an insolvent.  The 

common-law doctrine of common purpose cannot be invoked n such 

crimes. 

 

5.   As the common law rape involves sexual intercourse with a female  

                                                 
3
  Criminal Law 5

th
 Edition at page 261 

4
  2004 (2) SACR 38 (E) at para [15]   

5
  23 of 1957 
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without her consent, it was therefore incumbent on the state to prove 

this essential element beyond reasonable doubt in order to sustain a 

conviction on rape.  In S v Uithaler6  it was held that the court had 

misdirected itself in sentencing the appellant on the basis that he had 

committed two rapes.   

 
 

6.    In the instant case, for the applicant to be liable as accomplice to rape,  

it should be someone who does not satisfy all the requirements for 

liability contained in the definition of the crime or who does not qualify 

for liability in terms of the principles relating to common purpose, but 

who nevertheless unlawfully and intentionally furthers its commission 

by somebody else.  He consciously associates himself with the 

commission of the crime by assisting the perpetrator/s or by giving 

them advice or supply them with the information or by offering them 

opportunity of or means to commit the crime or facilitates its 

commission.  See S v Williams7 ; S v Maxaba8 

 

6.1 When the common law definition of rape still applies that is when the 

accused had sexual intercourse with a female per vaginam, while his 

friend assisted him by restraining the female victim but without him 

having sexual intercourse with her, then he becomes an accomplice to 

                                                 
6
  2015 (1) SACR 174 (WCC) 

7
  1980 (1) SA 60…. (A) at 643???? 

8
 1981 (1) SA 1148 (A) at 1156 
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rape and may be convicted of rape as an accomplice.  See R v 

Mbande and others9; S v Khoza10; S v Saffier11 

 

 

7.   The appellant was charged and convicted of common law rape. 

 

8.   It is respectfully submitted that in the Full Court decision (which was  

appealed in Phetoe v S in the SCA) correctly held (at Paragraph [13]) 

that common law rape by definition cannot be committed by or through 

the physical instrumentality or agency of another person predicated on 

the principle of common purpose, because common law rape is an 

autographic crime that can only be committed through a male person’s 

body by the insertion of a male person’s penis into a female person’s 

vagina.  Common law rape can only be established if it is proven 

beyond reasonable doubt that the male sexual organ, the penis 

penetrated the female sexual organ, the vagina.  In this regard the Full 

Court referred to S v Snyman12; S v Hassim13  

 

9.   There is judicial precedent for the proposition that where another male  

assists the perpetrator to commit (common law) rape, without himself 

having actual intercourse with the female victim, such person can only 

                                                 
9
  1933 AD 382 

10
 1982 (3) SA 1019 (A) 

11
 2003 (2) SACR 141 (SEC) 

12
 1968 (2) SA 582 (1019 (A) at 589F 

13
  1973 (3) SA 443 (A) at 457 H 
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be held liable as an accomplice, and not as a co-perpetrator (S v 

Gaseb14; and S v Saffier15.  See also: S v Kimberly and Another16 

 

10.   In S v Gaseb17 supra O’Linn AJA stated the following: 

 

“In this case a common purpose was not alleged by the State. But it 

should be noted that Snyman in his book on Criminal Law, makes the 

following point: 'The common purpose doctrine cannot be applied to 

crimes that can be committed only through the instrumentality of a 

person's own body or part thereof, and not through the instrumentality 

of another. Rape as well as certain other sexual offences such as 

intercourse with a girl below the age of sixteen in contravention of 

section 14 of the Sexual Offences Act 23 of 1957 are good examples of 

such crimes. Thus if X rapes a woman while his friend Z assists him by 

restraining the woman but without himself having intercourse with her, 

Z is an accomplice, as opposed to a co-perpetrator, to the rape. 

Possible further examples of crimes that cannot be committed through 

the instrumentality of another are perjury, bigamy and driving a vehicle 

under the influence of liquor.' 

This approach further underlines the distinct and separate roles of the 

actual perpetrator, having intercourse and the accomplice, who assists. 

Each performs a different and distinct function with a different and 

distinct intention.” 

                                                 
14

  2001 (1) SACR 438 (Nm) at 457H-I 
15

  2003 (2) SACR 141 (E) 
16

  2005 (2) SACR 663 (SCA) at 670I 
17

  Supra at page 452A-B 
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11.    It is therefore respectfully submitted that because of the very definition  

of common law rape an accused cannot be convicted of common law 

rape on the basis of common purpose. 

 

 

(b) Was the Supreme Court of Appeal correct in the case of the 

applicant’s co-accused, Phetoe v S 

 

12.   The appellant in Phetoe v S18 has his convictions for common  

law rape been set aside by full court and replaced with the competent 

verdict of being an accomplice to rape for the reasons stated above 

when the matter was argued at the Supreme court of Appeal. 

 

13.   Consequently, in Phetoe v S, the Court had to consider whether the  

appellant (“Phetoe”) was correctly convicted of being an accomplice to 

rape. 

 
14.   In the full court decision, the Court reasoned that utilizing the principles  

of logic enunciated in R v Blom19 the evidence resulted in an inference 

and conclusion to the exclusion of other inferences and conclusions 

that Phetoe was the second intruder whose assistance was solicited by 

the first intruder to assist him in assaulting and subduing DM in order to 

facilitate the first intruder to rape her. (At Paragraph [45]) 

                                                 
18

 2018 (1) SACR 593 (SCA) 
19

  1938 AD 88 
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15.   In Phetoe v S20, the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) referred (At  

paragraph [12]) to in Minister of Justice and Constitutional 

Development and Another v Masingili and Another where the above 

Honourable Court stated the following: 

 

'An accomplice is someone whose actions do not satisfy all the requirements for 

criminal liability in the definition of an offence, but who nonetheless intentionally 

furthers the commission of a crime by someone else who does comply with all the 

requirements (the perpetrator). The intent required for accomplice liability is to further 

the specific crime committed by the perpetrator. Upon conviction, an accomplice may 

receive the same sentence as a perpetrator.' 

 

16.   At Paragraph [12] the SCA also quoted how the learned author CR  

Snyman21 describes the position.  The SCA considered against this 

background, the evidence of Ms DM's evidence.  

 

17.   The SCA concluded that to convict the appellant on the basis of his 

mere  

presence was to subvert the principles of participation and liability as 

an accomplice in our criminal law. The Court held that for criminal 

liability as an accomplice to be established, there must have been 

some form of conduct on the part of Mr Phetoe that facilitated or 

assisted or encouraged the commission of the rape of Ms DM during 

the two separate incidents in her shack.  

                                                 
20

  Supra 
21

 Criminal Law, 6
th

 edition (2014) at 266 
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18.   It is respectfully submitted that the SCA correctly held that Ms DM's  

evidence does not disclose any assistance rendered by the appellant in 

the commission of the rapes; and the conduct does not amount to 

facilitation, assistance or encouragement.  

 
19.   Moreover, Mr Phetoe’s the question of liability in this regard was  

peculiar to the facts (he was seen sitting on the bed and had laughed 

after DM had asked why they were doing this).  It is respectfully 

submitted that the question of whether or not Mr Phetoe was liable as 

an accomplice on this basis is not relevant to the present matter. 

 
 
20.   The full court held in the alternative that the evidence had established  

that Mr Phetoe’s culpability to the eight autographic crimes of common 

law rape arose from his association in being a member of the gang that 

had subjugated the complainants into being raped.  The full court 

concluded that Mr Phetoe’s association with the gang members who 

had perpetrated the rapes had rendered him liable as an accomplice.  

 

21.   On appeal to the SCA the Court considered Mr Phetoe’s conviction on  

the remaining charges of being an accomplice to rape, housebreaking 

with intent to rob and robbery with aggravating circumstances, common 

assault and assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm, 

housebreaking with intent to rob and attempted robbery with 

aggravating circumstances, and malicious injury to property, which 

were committed at other households. The SCA pointed out that the trial 
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court found that a prior agreement must have been reached by all 

those identified at any of the sites at which crimes had been 

committed. It was on this basis that the Mr Phetoe was convicted, even 

though he was only identified at Ms DM's shack. The SCA stated that 

the trial Court reached this conclusion by inferential reasoning: 

because so many offences were committed by so many people at so 

many places, those who were identified must have agreed beforehand 

to the rampage and everything that it entailed.  

 

 
22.   It is respectfully submitted that the SCA correctly concluded that this 

was  

not, however, the only reasonable inference to be drawn and, certainly 

in respect of the Mr Phetoe, it could not be said that, because he was 

seen at Ms DM's shack, he was party to a prior agreement and was 

present at all of the other scenes. (At Paragraph [18]) 

 

23.   The SCA then referred to S v Mgedezi and other22 where it was held 

that  

in the absence of any prior agreement, the state had to prove the 

following requirements of the doctrine of common purpose in order for 

an accused to be held criminally accountable.   Firstly, the appellant 

was present at the scene of violence. Secondly, he was aware of the 

perpetration of such offences on the complainants in the other 

households. Thirdly, he had intended to make common cause with 

                                                 
22

  1989 (1) SA 687 (A)  
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those who were actually perpetrating the offences. Fourthly, he 

manifested his sharing of a common purpose with the perpetrators of 

the offences by himself performing some act of association with the 

conduct of the others. Fifthly, he had the requisite mens rea, ie he 

intended to assault, break into and rob, or must have foreseen the 

possibility of the commission of these offences and performed his own 

act of association with reckless disregard as to whether or not such 

eventuality ensued. (At Paragraph [19]) 

 

 
24.   It is respectfully submitted that the SCA correctly concluded that there  

was no such evidence to prove that Mr Phetoe was present at the 

scenes of violence where the rapes, assaults, housebreakings, 

robberies and other offences were being committed, other than at the 

household of Ms DM and Ms N. nor was it proven that he had the 

requisite mens rea, was aware of the violence taking place in the other 

households and had manifested his sharing of a common purpose with 

the perpetrators of the rapes, assaults, housebreakings, robberies and 

other offences. (At Paragraph [20]) 

 

 
25.   It is therefore respectfully submitted that the SCA correctly found that  

Mr Phetoe’s convictions as an accomplice to rape, and other offences 

where he was not proven to be present, aware of the violence and 

where there was not proof of mens rea – founded on the doctrine of 

common purpose – ought to be set aside. 
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(c) Distinction between the convictions of Mr Phetoe and the 

applicant 

 

26.    The next issue in the direction is whether is there anything to 

distinguish  

the convictions of the applicant puts in dispute from those of which his 

co-accused, Mr Phetoe.  These distinctions are set out below: 

 

26.1 The witness Noloyiso Nkohla (“Nkohla”) who lived at household  

2 testified that the attackers had forced entry into her shack.  

She was stabbed on her right thigh and thereafter raped several 

times.  She could not say if it was one or more people that raped 

her.  The last person to rape her inside the shack then took her 

outside.  He took her towards another shack and then to a toilet 

where he raped her.  She testified that she had noticed the 

applicant as one of the people leaving her shack.  She did not 

however identify the applicant as one of the people who had 

raped her. 

 

26.2 The applicant cannot be held criminally liable for rape of Miss  

Nkohla.  Mr Phetoe was found not guilty by the SCA on this 

count and other charges at count 6 to 8 because there was no 

evidence placing Mr Phetoe at household 2.  It is respectfully 
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submitted that in the absence of any evidence of the applicant 

playing any active role at the scene the conviction based on 

common purpose in respect of housebreaking with intent to rob 

and attempted robbery as well as on assault cannot be 

sustained and they should be set aside. 

 

26.3 Lucy Makgatho (“Makgatho”) who resided at household 8 gave  

evidence in relation to 22 to 26.  She testified that a number of 

persons had entered her shack but she could not say how 

many.  The assailants demanded identification documents and 

money.  Some of the intruders tried to penetrate her but could 

not do so as they could not obtain erections.  She testified that 

the applicant then took her outside where he proceeded to have 

sexual intercourse with her without her consent. 

 

26.4 There is evidence placing the applicant in household 8 on rape 

is  

directly implicated by Miss Makgatho who is the victim on the 

rape charge.   

 

26.5 Mr Phetoe was only identified as specifically having been 

present  

inside the shack belonging to Doris Mothobi (“Miss Mothobi”) 

and Miss Palesa Ncumisa (Miss Ncumisa), her sister.  There 

was no evidence that Mr Phetoe had penetrated either Miss 
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Mothobi or Miss Ncumisa, but merely that he was present when 

it happened.  The SCA set aside Mr Phetoe’s convictions of two 

rape convictions relating this incident and other charges.  

Although it is stated in the judgment that Miss Mothobi and the 

applicant attended same school there is nothing stated as the 

role played by the applicant during this incident.  We 

contend that the applicant’s leave to appeal to these charges be 

upheld and convictions be set aside. 

 

26.6 There is a factual distinction between the State’s case against 

the  

applicant and Mr Phetoe’s; in that in the case of the former he 

was specifically identified as being the person who sexually 

penetrated one of the complainants (Lucy), whereas Mr Phetoe 

was not identified as the perpetrator of rape in any of the 

households. 

 

26.7 Mr Phetoe was only identified at one (Household 3) of the 

scenes  

where a rape was committed and he was laying on the bed of 

the victim when asked he laughed, whereas the applicant was 

identified at two, ie in one scene (Household 3- counts 9 to 11) 

was seen at the time the group was leaving and on the other 

scene he was identified as one who sexually penetrated the 

complainant (Miss Makgatho). 
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26.8 However, with regards to the remaining counts of rape, the  

position of the applicant and Mr Phetoe are similar in that they 

were both convicted of these offences on the basis of the 

doctrine of common purpose. 

 

27.    Based on the authorities cited above the applicant’s application for 

leave  

to appeal should be granted against the Seven convictions of common 

law rape, ie counts (counts 2; 7; 10; 11; 13; 16 and 18). 

 

28.    It is trite law that the state bears the onus of proving guilt of the 

accused  

beyond a reasonable doubt.  The court cannot convict on suspicion no 

matter how strong it is.  See the case of S v Ralukukwe23.  The trial 

court amongst the other things in its reasons for convicting the 

applicant was the issue of modus operandi which was the same when 

all these houses were attacked by use of the words “police! police! 

Maak die deur oop ons as die polisie!” etc.  The SCA held that it cannot 

be the only reasonable inference that the accused was involved in the 

commission of the offences if the requirements for the doctrine of 

common purpose have not been proven. 

 

29.   It is our submission that even if the applicant’s conviction on count 23,  

                                                 
23

  2006 (2) SACR 394 (SCA) 
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common law rape, the sentence of life imprisonment is a harsh 

sentence as there is no evidence of gang rape and he penetrated the 

complainant once. We submit that there are reasonable prospects of 

success on appeal and leave should be granted on sentence in respect 

of count 23 as well. 

 

Conclusion  

30.   It is clear that both the majority and the minority judgment of the full court 

set aside the common law rape of Mr Phetoe.  The only difference in the 

full court judgments is that the minority set aside the common law rape 

convictions whereas the majority convicted Mr Phetoe of being an 

accomplice to rape.  The SCA has set aside the convictions of Mr Phetoe 

as an accomplice to common law rape convictions.  We submit that the 

interest of justice will be served if the applicant is granted leave to appeal 

on the common law rape convictions as well as some charges which were 

committed in those households where there is no evidence places him at 

the crime scene. His appeal on those counts should be upheld. 

 

 

Signed at Johannesburg on this the …….Day of …………………. 2019 

 

 

__________________    

Adv. N.L Skibi & Adv. E Guarneri   

Instructed by Legal Aid South Africa  
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Impact Litigation Unit    

BRAAMFONTEIN 
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